Arranging multiple fluorophores into carefully designed assemblies allows them to engage in directed energy transfer cascades that can span significant portions of both the visible spectrum and nanoscale space. Combining these cascades with the 3-dimensional control of fluorophore placement provided by different types of biological templates, and especially DNA, may allow them to progress from an interesting research platform to enabling new applications. Here, we review the progress in creating such systems based on the diversity of available fluorophores and biological scaffolds. Preliminary work toward targeted applications ranging from optical utility in light harvesting, lasing, molecular computing, optical data storage and encryption to biosensing and photodynamic therapy are discussed. Finally, we provide a perspective on how this unique combination of photonically active biomaterials may transition to concerted applications.
Introduction
Theodor Förster's 1946 paper introduced the concept of nonradiative energy transfer (ET) from an excited state species to a receptive acceptor [1] . Nearly two decades later, Haugland and Stryer published a manuscript using Förster's theory that would become seminal for two reasons [2] . First, the researchers confirmed the utility of this ET modality as a molecular ruler by verifying its strong distance dependence. Perhaps equally important in the context of this review, they did so using a biological template, in this case a peptide, and demonstrated the site-specific chemistry necessary to create a series of well-defined donor/acceptor structures. Since then, ET has proven to be an extraordinary tool in areas ranging from the elucidation of intracellular processes [3] to the harvesting of energy from light [4] . Expanding the principles that drive single ET events to extended systems incorporating multiple ET steps or ET cascades further expands the potential applications of this powerful phenomenon and provides an opportunity to bring together different types of fluorophores for more nuanced feedback mechanisms [5, 6] . As these assemblies grow more complex, however, the requirement for precise subnanoscale control over the distance between the ET participants becomes more difficult to accommodate. To meet this challenge, researchers have increasingly turned to biological systems, exploiting their propensity toward self-assembly and their site-controlled chemistry that enables extraordinary control over the geometry of the scaffold that they construct [6] . Advances in fluorophores and their conjugation chemistries paired with bioassembled architectures have driven a recent upsurge in ET cascade assemblies. Here we provide an overview of these assemblies and their potential applications, beginning by defining the ET process and the terms used in their discussion.
Overview of FRET
Förster resonance energy transfer, FRET, is a nonradiative energy transfer process between a photoexcited donor and a ground state acceptor [1] . After energy transfer, the sensitized acceptor relaxes to the ground state through its usual radiative or nonradiative pathway(s). FRET requires close physical proximity between the donor and acceptor; the donor's emission profile must overlap with the absorption of the acceptor (even though the energy transfer is nonradiative); and the donor and acceptor must exhibit suitable dipole alignment [7] [8] [9] . The combination of these factors is taken into account in the following equation describing FRET efficiency, E:
where R 0 is the Förster distance, or the distance at which energy transfer efficiency is 50%, and R is the donor-acceptor separation distance. R 6 0 is proportional to the donor's quantum yield (Q D ), the integral of the spectral overlap between the donor emission and acceptor absorbance (J), and the relative orientation of the dipoles of the donor and acceptor (k) and inversely proportional to the refractive index of the material (n D ), as shown below:
N A is Avogadro's number with R 0 given in angstroms. Because the dipole orientation is often not known, 2/3 is frequently used as an approximation for k 2 , reflecting the value associated with dynamic averaging [10] . Förster radii of 3-6 nm are typical, and observation of FRET is usually limited to donor/acceptor distances of about 10 nm [5, 8, 9] . Homo-FRET refers to ET between like species (i.e. the donor and acceptor species are identical), a phenomenon that eliminates net energy loss but also precludes the directional control that FRET between donor/acceptor pairs with differing bandgaps offers. More detailed discussions of the derivation of FRET efficiency can be found in Refs [9, 11] .
Multi-FRET
Multiple energy transfer steps can be employed to shuttle energy well beyond the relatively narrow energetic window defined by a single donor/acceptor pair. Any assembly that goes beyond the one donor/one acceptor pair falls under the multi-FRET umbrella, including those that use a single acceptor as a recipient from multiple donors, a single donor in conjunction with multiple acceptors, or an energetic daisy chain in which energy is transferred across a wide spectral window using a succession of acceptors that become donors to the next moiety in the chain [5, 6, 12] . The latter, illustrated in Fig. 1 , is covered most heavily in the context of this review. Discrete structures displaying fluorophores aligned in such a manner are commonly referred to as photonic wires regardless of whether the underlying scaffolding is biotic (e.g. DNA) or abiotic (e.g. dendrimer). With each transfer of energy, the donor/acceptor pair must meet the same requirements of a single FRET event, with the net result that energy is shuttled from the bluest to the reddest species, from highest energy to lowest, or from the widest bandgap to the narrowest. Because of the directional flow of energy, such assemblies are also called ''cascades.'' In multi-donor/acceptor situations, overlapping ET pathways along with longer distance ''hops'' can provide a critical redundancy that tolerates structural defects and increases the probability of multiple ET events taking place.
For a situation with multiple FRET donors and a single acceptor at a fixed distance, FRET efficiency remains unchanged since the acceptor can only couple with one donor dipole per ET event. However, the probability of FRET actually taking place increases in a configuration where a single donor is paired with multiple (n) acceptors at the same fixed distance. This occurs because the ''effective'' absorption cross section of the multiple acceptors increases in a manner proportional to n which, in turn, increases the ''effective'' R 0 ; this is also reflected as an increase in the FRET efficiency that can be described by:
In order to discuss a variety of ET systems with clarity and consistency, we will use a single terminology throughout the manuscript. A species that is directly excited by an excitation source and from which ET originates will be referred to as a donor, D. If multiple donors exist, these will be numbered to differentiate among them. Any intermediate species that accepts energy from a donor and transfers it to an acceptor will be denoted as a bridge, B, and enumerated if necessary. The terminus of the ET cascade will be denoted as the acceptor, A.
Fluorophores
The selection of a fluorophore for FRET applications requires the consideration of a number of factors, including the suitability of the fluorophore's spectral and physical properties such as size, photostability, quantum yield (QY), and solubility, along with the ability to deploy the fluorophores on the selected scaffold using bioconjugation chemistry (see Table 1 ). Regarding spectral properties, a donor and acceptor must be paired with sufficient spectral overlap to allow FRET to take place [7, 9] . Donors and acceptors both benefit from having a large Stokes shift in order to maximize the energetic difference between the excitation and emission wavelengths of the ET pair; a donor with a broad absorption band also aids in meeting this requirement, as it allows for excitation of the donor at a wavelength far removed from the acceptor's excitation wavelength [7, 9, 15] . Unless time-gating is used, acceptor absorption of the excitation wavelength should be minimized; otherwise the FRET signal will be confounded with emission from the directly excited acceptor [7, 15] . In time-gated systems, the excited state lifetime or fluorescent decay time of the donor and acceptor also becomes a factor that can be exploited to differentiate between the excitation source, direct excitation of the acceptor, and ET to the acceptor, as well as among different FRET pathways [16] . The term ''dye'' in the context of FRET applications refers to an organic small molecule with emissive properties [7, 15, 17, 18] . Their electronic properties and therefore their absorption spectra reflect their molecular nature, typically resulting in a broad absorption band. They may possess QYs as high as 50-100% but often suffer from degradation in their photoluminescence (PL) as a result of extended exposure to an excitation source (i.e. photobleaching) [17] . Many dyes can be site-specifically conjugated to oligonucleotides, making them well-suited to bioassembly with this scaffolding material [3, 14] .
Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals with sizes close to or below the exciton Bohr diameter intrinsic to the material, and their consequent quantum confinement leads to size-dependent photophysical properties, making their absorption and PL profiles tunable [19, 20] . The absorption profile of QDs renders them well-suited to functioning as FRET donors, which in conjunction with their rather long excited-state lifetimes in comparison to organic dyes (10-100 ns vs. <3 ns, respectively) precludes their use as acceptors unless the system is time-gated with a long-lived donor so that FRET continues to take place after PL from direct excitation of the QD has decayed [21, 22] . QDs possess high absorption cross sections, though their QYs can be low if they are not passivated with an inorganic shell [22, 23] . Chemically, QDs are robust materials that can be surface functionalized to make them compatible with aqueous, inorganic, and biological systems, and their PL survives changes in environment well [15] . Physically, their surfaces can anchor multiple (donor, acceptor, or other) moieties, and this can even be achieved in a centrosymmetric fashion.
Fluorescent proteins (FPs), originally derived from several naturally occurring marine species, have been re-engineered in a wide range of emissive colors [24, 25] . The ability to integrate these proteins into systems that rely on bioassembly is excellent because they are themselves biological molecules. Although their broad excitation and emission spectra and relatively large size compared to dyes ($25-30 kDa vs. <1 kDa, respectively) pose challenges, FPs have nevertheless found extensive use in FRET systems, including as a part of ET cascades [26] .
Lanthanide chelates, including terbium and europium complexes, possess millisecond radiative lifetimes, far longer than the nanosecond lifetimes associated with QDs or organic dyes. This property is of particular advantage in time-gated systems, as they continue to emit or engage in energy transfer long after other components of an assembly have gone dark. Their low absorption cross sections, low molar absorptivity, and narrow excitation bands necessitate that their emission be sensitized with a suitable organic molecule, requirements that explain their use in chelates rather than as metal ions [27] . More information about the wide variety of fluorophore materials available and greater detail on their attributes, drawbacks, and applications can be found in Refs [28, 29] .
Biological templates
Moving from using FRET to probe biological systems to adapting biological structures to assemble better FRET probes, the integration of biology and energy transfer physics is widely beneficial [35] . Exploiting the intrinsic properties of biological molecules has led to the ability to create customized biomolecular scaffolds. One of the most prevalent examples, complementary DNA oligonucleotides can be used to bind together fluorophores participating in an ET cascade [13, 36] . Nucleic acid sequences can be designed to enable self-assembly into precisely-controlled yet incredibly complex 2D and 3D shapes [37] . The rigidity of the resultant structure and the predictability of its formation, as well as the ability to locate fluorophores site-specifically on the oligonucleotides, all contribute to the prevalence of nucleic acid-based assemblies [5] . Peptides are a second natural building block from which to construct biological scaffolds [16] . Like nucleic acids, peptides can adopt some fixed orientations and so may lend themselves to these purposes without needing further adaptation. Dyes can also be [21] bound to them in a site-specific fashion, lending excellent control to the assembly of ET architectures. On a larger scale, entire proteins have also been used as biological tethers [31, 38] . Both polypeptides and larger proteins are, however, susceptible to proteases and so have limited application in environments where they can be compromised by these and similarly functional hydrolytic processes. To a lesser extent, sugars and viruses have also found application in creating assembly scaffolds of biological origin, with the latter benefiting from their extraordinarily welldefined and homogeneous structure [6] . For more information about these and greater detail about the application of biological scaffolds to the construction of FRET assemblies more generally, we recommend Ref [6] . We should note that ET cascades have also been assembled using templates that are not of biological origin, including small organic molecules [39, 40] and nanoscale materials that double as fluorophores (e.g. Pdots [41] and QDs [42] ). While clearly important classes of materials, these fall mostly outside the scope of the current review.
Bioassembled multi-FRET probes and their applications
Taken together, the requirements for achieving FRET, the attributes of suitable fluorophores, and the biological templates that can be employed to tether them provide a straightforward set of criteria that must be met in order to construct a bioassembled multi-FRET probe. Here we introduce a number of functions for which these ET cascaded bioassemblies have been used and highlight notable examples for each application. By no means a comprehensive examination of the many applications of multi-FRET nor a complete list of bioassembled FRET probes, the works highlighted below are intended to survey the breadth and variety that have blossomed in this field.
Molecular rulers
The strong distance dependence of the FRET signal has resulted in FRET being employed as a ''spectroscopic ruler'' since its elucidation [2] . This application has been critical in areas such as biosensing. While techniques such as staining can indicate proximity of two species in a cell, the physical limitations of light microscopy preclude true knowledge of whether they are sufficiently proximal to interact. By contrast, when FRET takes place, species are known to be within $10 nm of each other. On a biological scale, however, interactions can stretch to much greater length scales, an area more suited to probing by multi-FRET than single donor/acceptor pairs. Haustein et al. demonstrated this principle using small molecule dyes Rhodamine Green (RhG), carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA), and cyanine 5 (Cy5) tethered by oligonucleotides [13] . Using the TAMRA bridge, the researchers were able to track interactions occurring at 3.5 nm greater distance than would be observable in direct RhG-Cy5 ET, and by observing the change in emission profiles over time, FRET was used to monitor the annealing kinetics of the oligonucleotides (Fig. 2) . Similar improvements in FRET distances have also been noted in a system that mixes fluorophore types, including a QD, a FP, and a small molecular dye [26] . These arrangements, when applied to biological systems, can function as a means of flagging close inter-or intra-molecular contacts that conventional light microscopy is unable to resolve.
Light harvesting and focusing
Natural photosynthesis is the inspiration for synthetic light harvesting systems, which aim to absorb a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum and direct the absorbed energy through nonradiative, directional processes to an acceptor. In natural systems, chlorophyll is the absorbing donor species, which then undergoes concerted ET directed toward reaction centers that in turn provide the energy to convert ADP to ATP and eventually to fix carbon. In artificial systems, light harvesting provides a means of capturing solar energy, often for storage in a battery until needed [43, 44] . FRET is particularly well-suited to light harvesting: energy transfer is nonradiative and directional, and a FRET cascade not only increases the distance of energy transfer, but the bridges in the FRET chain can serve equally as both intermediaries as well as directly excited donors, thus accommodating energetically diverse photons by incorporating multiple absorption profiles into (a) Estimated FRET efficiencies between two dyes and then among three dyes demonstrate that the addition of a bridge, here TAMRA, facilitates ET over a longer distance, with 50% FRET efficiency extended by 3.5 nm. (b) Annealing kinetics of dye-labeled oligonucleotides can be monitored spectrally by observing the evolution of ET through decrease in donor emission and increase in emission from the bridge and final acceptor. Reproduced with permission from [13] .
the assembly. On the other end of the cascade, the existence of a final acceptor species can be optimized for energy storage because it requires accommodating only a single band gap [44, 45] . In addition to light harvesting, light focusing can be structured on much the same principles (without the requirement for energy storage at the terminus). The term ''optical waveguides'' is sometimes applied to this concept [46] . While previous work has demonstrated the use of ET cascades to create directional flow of energy using dyes embedded in polyelectrolyte films separated by impermeable barriers [47] , the use of biological templates provides a means of precise control over the assembly process. For example, by functionalizing QD surfaces with complementary DNA oligonucleotides, Goodman et al. tethered three CdTe QDs in sequence and then bound the assembly to a TiO 2 nanotube. Nonradiative transfer of an exciton generated in any of the three QDs, the larger (redder) of which also function as bridges, to the TiO 2 nanotube enables charge separation in order to store the harvested energy (Fig. 3) [4] . The broad absorption bands of QDs make them particularly well-suited to light harvesting applications because they are able to absorb all energy bluer than their first excitonic peak. However, the green and blue QDs will absorb less light than that of the red QD which could alter the benefits meant to be derived from this light harvesting configuration. Charge transfer, the normal mechanism for energy storage (e.g. in batteries), is difficult in QDs, however, due to their surfacepassivating ligands and trap states. Using an ET cascade to funnel excitons into a secondary material capable of charge transfer (e.g. TiO 2 ) circumvents this limitation [4] . Using a QD donor and dye bridges assembled onto a DNA backbone -essentially a photonic wire -serves much the same function, though the QD then functions as the primary absorber with direct excitation of the bridges substantially diminished [48] . DNA-scaffolded light harvesting and focusing antennae have also been constructed using dyes as the sole fluorophores [46, [49] [50] [51] . HomoFRET, or FRET between identical donors, has been used along photonic wires because the process should preclude energy loss during ET, thus enabling ET over greater distances without suffering a loss at each step [33] . While this benefit comes at the cost of random directionality for the ET process, it has nevertheless been shown that a photonic wire 30 nm in length can retain 55% energy transfer efficiency by loading six identical dyes to engage in homoFRET.
Energy efficiency can also be increased relative to a usual ET cascade by creating a network with multiple initial donors placed in close proximity in a dendrimeric DNA structure; BuckhoutWhite et al. demonstrated a >500-fold increase in terminal exciton delivery efficiency for a multidonor dendrimeric structure as compared to a more traditional, linear, single donor cascade [49] .
Similar in construct but not in function, another variation on the dye-loaded DNA cascade was demonstrated by Dwyer et al. [52] , work in which the photonic wire tethered to a QD donor is initially excited not by an external excitation source but instead by a bioluminescent source, undergoing bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET). Using Renilla reniformis luciferase as an integrated excitation source, the ET cascade can be initiated chemically by substrate oxidation for use in stand-alone applications like those discussed in greater detail below.
Using an altogether different biological matrix, Park et al. created a chromophore network on an ordered biological virus template [32] . Rather than the self-assembly of nucleic acids or peptides, this approach required genetic engineering to position Alexa Fluor dyes on the M13 virus through the addition of specific labeling sites and manipulation of their location. This precision of placement allowed the authors to demonstrate a super-Förster effect in which coherent and incoherent transport act together to boost exciton diffusion, improving the light harvesting capabilities of the assembly significantly over what a classical FRETbased model could accomplish.
Molecular computing, optical data storage, and encryption
Moore's law, associated with the decreasing size and increasing power of computers, arises from the observation that the processing power of a chip doubles roughly every two years because the shrinking size of transistors allows them to more densely populate the chip. While top-down fabrication methods have dominated advances in computing to date, the advent of DNA computing offers an alternative bottom-up approach on a molecular scale under the umbrella term 'molecular logic devices' [53, 54] . In one representative example of what can be accomplished in this area, Graugnard et al. demonstrated a Boolean switch that cycles on and off based on changing FRET signals controlled by conformational changes within an oligonucleotide ensemble [30] . As shown in Fig. 4 , a circuit consists of a DNA scaffold strand (black) that is hybridized with three discrete, complementary strands that each possess a fluorophore of a different color (blue, green, red). A fourth strand (gray) provides structural support. When the switch is completely assembled, the blue FRET donor, FAM, undergoes the first ET step to a green bridge dye (TAMRA), and a second ET step to a red acceptor dye (Cy5) results in red emission from the switch. The presence of all the dyes along a single DNA double helix ensures a constant inter-dye distance and facilitates excitonic transmission. The control strand that holds the intermediate dye in place possesses a toehold sequence that can be exploited to remove the TAMRA from the ET cascade through preferential binding and subsequent spontaneous release of the control strand from the switch. With TAMRA removed from the switch, ET, both spatially and spectrally inhibited, halts, leaving the switch in the dark 'off' position. The removal strand itself possesses a toehold, allowing it to be separated from the control strand and permitting the switch to cycle back into the 'on' position, as shown in Fig. 4b . (a) Three QDs and a TiO 2 nanotube tethered together using complementary oligonucleotides serve as an ET cascade assembly until an efficient charge transfer mechanism within the TiO 2 can be used to separate the electron and hole to a cathode and anode, respectively. (b) The broad absorption spectra of QDs make them well-suited to light harvesting applications. Reproduced from [4] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
The same principle in different DNA-based geometries has been demonstrated elsewhere [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . Mottaghi and Dwyer developed an optical memory approach that can also be built using self-assembling DNA and FRET with very high storage density as compared to traditional optical techniques [60] . Their approach is based on polychromatic address multiplexing (PAM) with a basic storage element consisting of a photo-erasable PAM element, or PEPE, that operates using FRET. The PEPE monomer, termed an ER-PEPE (illustrated in Fig. 5 ), consists of a UV-cleavable FRET-pair placed on a DNA grid nanostructure where donor and acceptor molecules (E and R, respectively) act as the excitation port and read port. The designated R molecule is attached to the DNA by a photo-cleavable chemical linker and is irreversibly disrupted by UV light. The net result is that a logical binary value can be stored and then retrieved by measuring the change in acceptor PL when using competitive FRET between several acceptors. These optically addressable structures thus record digital information while achieving super-resolution storage densities beyond the diffraction limit at an efficiency more than 1000Â compared to typical blue-light optical media.
Further developing similar principles for applications in encryption, Claussen et al. assembled a lanthanide/QD/dye FRET cascade tethered using peptides [16, 34] . The peptide-functionalized QD serves as an anchor around which the remainder of the device selfassembles into a centrosymmetric configuration. The assembly, shown in Fig. 6 , is able to undergo three FRET steps, from the QD to the Alexa Fluor 647 dye (FRET1, D/A), from the terbium or Tb complex to the QD (FRET2, D/A), and from the Tb complex to the QD to the dye (FRET3, D/B/A). The latter two-step FRET process is enabled by the unique combination of excited state lifetimes manifested by each component (Tb complex -2.5 ms, QD -20 ns, dye < 5 ns). Implementing a suitable time delay following an excitation pulse allows the QD and dye to relax to the ground state and the long-lifetime Tb to initiate the FRET cascade. The variety of FRET pathways in this system are accessed according to the excitation wavelength used along with/without introduction of the time delay between excitation and collection of the spectrum, making for a much richer system than the binary on/off switch described previously. As a result, using ratiometric assembly and time-dependent variable output, this ensemble can be used in complex combinatorial circuits, sequential logic and even encryption. The complexity of cracking such a code is illustrated by a three-input example functioning as a keypad lock. The authors set up a system requiring an excitation wavelength of 339 nm, a 55 ms delay, and a 400 nm excitation, respectively, in that exact sequence. Using these three options as the possible inputs generates sixteen possible combinations, only one of which gives the (a) A switch composed of five strands of DNA operates as an ET cascade in the 'on' position and goes dark in the 'off' position. The scaffold (black) hosts a structural support (gray) and three dye-containing strands (blue, green, red) with dyes FAM, TAMRA, and Cy5, respectively. The presence of a toehold on the control strand containing the bridge TAMRA dye permits its removal to cycle the switch to the off position by interrupting the ET cascade, and dissociation of the removal strand from the control again using a toehold on the former results in re-association of the control strand and reactivation of the switch. (b) PL traces from the switch reflects the ability to cycle the switch through the on and off positions multiple times. Reproduced with permission from [30] . Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. ''unlocking'' output, as shown in Fig. 6b . Using the same principles while increasing the number of ET participants and exploiting selfassembly properties of DNA, Nellore et al. have developed ''unclonable'' encryption keys [61] . While a manufacturer could use the chemistry that assembles the lock to create exact copies (i.e. emulate the hardware), an illegitimate user would be unable to replicate the key due to its complexity and limitations of modern analytical techniques.
Sensing and biosensing
In addition to a linear ET pathway, multi-FRET can be used in a combinatorial manner, an approach touched on in the molecular computing section (vide infra). In this way, a limited number of fluorophores can be used to read out many more possible outcomes. The number of species at play when studying biological targets and the complexity of biological systems make them particularly well-suited to combinatorial approaches. Tong et al.
demonstrated the use of a limited number of dyes in assembling a large number of tags for the identification of oligonucleotide sequences [3] . Each of the eight tags share a common donor (6-caboxyfluorescein, FAM) so that only one excitation wavelength is necessary; and the donor is paired with either a single acceptor (cyanine-5 (Cy5) or TAMRA) or a bridge (TAMRA) and an acceptor (Cy5). Dideoxyribose phosphate moieties were used as spacers to vary the D/(B)/A distance. Using these variables, three dyes were assembled into eight discrete tags that could be detected using a three channel readout, as shown in Fig. 7 . By tethering each one to a different oligonucleotide sequence, the tags could then be used to label target nucleic acid sequences, which the authors demonstrate by genotyping mutations in exon 20 of the retinoblastoma tumor suppressor gene. Expanding on this principle, Martí et al. adapted a molecular beacon, a single strand stem and loop oligonucleotide labeled with a dye and quencher that unfolds in the presence of a complementary sequence, for recognition of mRNA [62] . Switching on or off a second FRET step can also be used as a means of using an ET cascade in a biosensing configuration. Take the example of a two-step FRET cascade in which the bridge and terminal acceptor dyes were tethered by a maltose binding protein (MBP) around an initial QD donor [31] . To assemble this sensor, MBP was first site-specifically labeled with a Cy3 dye and then prebound to the maltose analog beta-cyclodextrin, which was also labeled with a slightly red-shifted Cy3.5 dye. Multiple copies of this complex were then assembled around a 530 nm QD allowing for a FRET cascade from the QD to the Cy3 and then the Cy3.5. The terminal Cy3.5 acceptor-labeled analog was displaced in the presence of maltose, severing the connection that enabled the final step in the ET cascade and resulting in a changed emission profile; this served as the signal transduction for this targeted sugar sensor. In this example, not only did a biological molecule function as a scaffold, but the assembly exploited the biological recognition of the protein for a target analyte. Moreover, the ability to array multiple copies of each dye around the central QD increased the effective acceptor cross-section and increased the distance around which FRET was viable [31] .
Concentric FRET has also found application in biological sensing and is particularly powerful because of the ability to apply it to the detection of multiple processes with a single sensor [63] . Concentric FRET refers to a multi-FRET pathway in an assembly anchored around a single QD and in which all the fluorophores are tethered within a suitable radius for ET to take place. By placing the different fluorophores within a suitable distance for ET -imagine them at the surface of a sphere with a diameter of 10 nm, as shown in Fig. 8 -multiple ET pathways are available for selection. For example, this assembly type has been demonstrated in multiplexed protease sensing [64] . More recently, Samanta et al. coupled a concentric FRET assembly with a bioluminescent BRET donor, removing the need for an external excitation source [65] .
Elsewhere, the ability to measure distances through FRET and, in particular, multi-site ET has been put forward as a means of studying dynamic interactions. For example, Krause et al. demonstrate the ability to track FRET among up to four different proteins, allowing distance determination among any pair by determining the FRET efficiency between them. In intact cells, the authors were able to show co-localization of cytokine receptor chains as well as Thus only the correct combination will result in the outputs that unlock the system. Reproduced from [16] . Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
FIGURE 7
(a) A combinatorial approach was used to generate eight combinatorial fluorescence ET (CFET) tags from three dyes, 6-caboxyfluorescein (FAM, F), TAMRA (TAM, T), and cyanine-5 (Cy5). By changing the acceptor or adding a bridging species, four configurations were possible. Further variation was achieved by inserting dideoxyribose spacers between the dyes to vary the D/(B)/A distance and thus the FRET efficiency. Values for m, n, p, and/or q in the labeling scheme shown are as follows: CFET2, 4; CFET3, 9; CFET4, 13; CFET5, 4, 13; CFET6, 10, 11; CFET7, 4, 6, 11; CFET8, 7, 7, 11. (b) Using a spectrometer with three channels, one matching each of the three dyes, each tag can be read out according to the unique ratio of PL intensities. Reproduced with permission from [3] .
protein rearrangement during the assembly of multi-protein receptor complexes [66] . Generally, the compatibility of the bioassembly to biological systems and the length scales of (multi-)FRET both enhance the utility of ET cascades in biological sensing applications and biostructural determination.
Lasing
ET in lasers has several advantages, among which is the ability to use a pump of a single wavelength to generate laser lines over a wide emission range by pairing a pump-excited donor with an acceptor with the desired emission line. Dye lasers that operate using ET rather than direct excitation also have higher pump efficiencies and lower lasing thresholds thanks to the low donor absorption loss at the acceptor lasing energy [12] . Because these metrics are so important in lasing media, the need for precise control over D/A distances lends itself well to bioassembled systems. Sun et al., for example, have demonstrated the assembly of a lasing acceptor on a DNA-based FRET scaffold [68] . Using three cyanine dyes in an ET cascade, the researchers successfully demonstrate lasing in the acceptor after excitation of the donor and ET through the bridge, as shown in Fig. 9 . The lasing threshold of the cascade assembly is on par with that exhibited by the same dyes in one-step FRET but achieves a redder emission line using the same pump wavelength.
Photodynamic therapy
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) uses a light-activated species to elicit cytotoxicity by generating a reactive molecular species for use in applications such as localized cancer treatment [69] . Suggesting a bioluminescent luciferase as a donor rather than requiring an external excitation source, Hsu et al. proposed a self-illuminating QD assembly that reduces the limitations of tissue penetration by light [70] . Whereas most of the multi-FRET assemblies reported thus far rely on an ET cascade, this assembly instead uses a multiple donor/single acceptor one-step BRET configuration, as shown in Fig. 10 . Multiple luciferase molecules tethered to the surface of the QD give rise to emission from the QD which in turn triggers the photosensitizer, Foscan, to convert diatomic oxygen to reactive oxygen species (e.g. singlet oxygen, peroxides). The researchers demonstrated the effectiveness of the assembly both in vitro and in vivo, with the latter linked to significantly suppressed tumor growth.
Outlook
The examples highlighted in this review still fall overwhelmingly within the bounds of basic research, and while many possess promising commercial applications, moving from cuvettes into prototype devices and then robust, proven use is a minimum first step before considering commercial development of these Materials Today Volume 20, Number 3 April 2017 RESEARCH FIGURE 9
(a) An ET cascade from an excited cyanine donor through a bridge and to an acceptor results in lasing of the acceptor. (b) The lasing threshold of the ET cascade assembly is 6 mJ/mm 2 , a value on par with lasing from one-step FRET using the same dyes. Reproduced with permission from [68] .
FIGURE 8
Concentric FRET relies on multiple fluorophores tethered to a QD core such that all are in close enough proximity to each other to undergo ET. Reproduced with permission from [67] .
bioassemblies. This type of transition is not, however, without excellent precedence for quite similar materials. From the late 1990s onwards, FRET configured DNA sequences, mostly in the form of so-called ET primers, made critically important contributions to the genomic information revolution [71] . This includes the precursors to the structures shown in Fig. 6 where a series of four single-step FRET DNA primers with a common donor allowed for four color DNA sequencing (4 DNA bases) on high-throughput instruments while only utilizing a simplified configuration with a single excitation laser line [72] . Single dye-labeled primers without the ET configuration require 2-3 lasers due to the wide spectral range of their absorbances. Similarly configured sequences also formed the basis of commercial reagent kits for performing various genotyping assays [73, 74] . In terms of other FRET applicability, several light harvesting proteins such as beta-phycoerythrin and Rphycoerythrin were commercialized as extremely bright fluorescent probes for various assays. Beta-phycoerythrin is a ca. 240 kDa macromolecular protein complex displaying $34 open-chain tetrapyrrole or bilin chromophores; this imbues it with an extinction coefficient that approaches a value 100 times that of typical monomeric fluorescent proteins along with high QY's of ca. 70-80% [75] . Not only do these natural fluorophores benefit from homoFRET, but also R-phycoerythrin is available as a tandem dye conjugate where an AlexaFluor 647 acceptor dye is used to shift its emission to a much redder $670 nm [76] . Bearing these examples in mind and looking beyond simple creation of bright probes, one can easily envision the future development of microscale devices displaying lasing elements with variable or ''tunable'' emissions based on the FRET configuration being accessed. Other goals focus on light harvesting and focused light delivery for some type of photochemistry or power source in a device. However, device fabrication brings with it important considerations that have to be stringently met especially in the context of biological scaffolds. Issues such as reproducibility, usable lifetimes, defect tolerance and scalable production will all have to be carefully addressed. Fortunately achieving perfect assembly and ET every single time may not be necessary for application. As mentioned, recent work with dye-labeled dendrimeric DNA constructs has revealed that these complex structures can tolerate structural defects and still provide efficient energy delivery [49] . This originates from the multiple overlapping FRET pathways intrinsic to the design which provide built-in redundancy while still benefiting from key inherent properties such as significant antenna gain.
There are several areas that will most likely benefit from incorporating such types of devices over the near to long-term. The first is that of nanoscale theranostics, the goal of which is to utilize targeted (by antibodies or aptamers, for example) nanotherapies to deliver a drug to a specific site in vivo and overcome many of the issues associated with systemic delivery of therapeutics [77] . Here, multi-step FRET can be used as part of localized biosensing or, as elegantly highlighted by Hsu et al. above, for PDT [70] . Incorporating an integrated excitation source in the form of a bioluminescent or chemiluminescent donor makes these devices especially valuable to in vivo and biosensing applications, as this reduces the poor penetration of light in tissue [52, 65, 70] , the caveat being that the potential toxicity of the materials being used must be considered [78] . Given that the biological environment is almost orthogonal to that which current computers operate in, the possibility of fusing computational capabilities with biologically active nanostructures makes this technology especially compelling. For example, the ability to perform basic information processing as part of a biosensing function in vivo with these devices is enticing, as it can provide processed data rather than just raw optical telemetry. Other types of stand-alone computational applications within nanoscale devices may also be on the verge of being practical thanks to the development of low-cost single-photon detector arrays and new algorithms for handling big data and machine learning. Clearly, the ability of ET cascades assembled on biological scaffolds to mimic the behavior of digital logic and memory makes a strong case for their use as emerging devices for computing directly in challenging biological environments. It will be fascinating to watch as biological molecules are combined with diverse fluorophores and light energy to give rise to devices that were previously the stuff of science fiction. 
